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A B S T R A C T   

CO/CO2-Methanation can contribute to the storage of intermittently produced renewable energy. In order to be 
able to design this heterogenous catalytic process well with models, a solid diffusion model is necessary. Thus, 
the effects of diffusion model selection are simulated in this context under steady-state and unsteady-state 
conditions. Therefore, the dusty gas and the Wilke-Bosanquet model are compared with the binary friction 
model. The operation conditions are varied over a wide range to achieve general validity of conclusions. It is 
shown that all diffusion models lead to similar results for high Knudsen numbers and for steady-state conditions. 
Under unsteady-state conditions in porous catalyst pellets with low Knudsen numbers, however, the results differ 
and thus the binary friction model is recommended. Although the simulations were carried out with methanation 
as an example reaction, the results are transferable to comparable heterogeneously catalyzed gas phase reactions.   

1. Introduction 

In order to replace fossil fuels with regenerative sources of energy, 
the problems of fluctuating availability and poor storability must be 
addressed. One approach to enable storing is the Power-to-Gas (PtG) 
process, in which the electrical energy is first converted into hydrogen 
(H2) via electrolysis and subsequently into methane (CH4) by metha-
nation. CH4 can be easily stored in the natural gas network and utilized, 
as the technology and infrastructure to use CH4 already exists [1]. 

The methanation of carbon monoxide (CO) and carbon dioxide (CO2) 
is chosen as an example for a non-volume-conservative reaction ac-
cording to equations (1) and (2) [2,3]. The reaction network provides 
appropriate complexity for fundamental studies, but is well-known at 
the same time. For most commonly used Ni-based catalysts in particular, 
reliable reaction kinetics obtained under steady-state conditions are 
available for the COx hydrogenation towards CH4 [2,4–7]. Interestingly, 
both carbon oxides (COx) are competing for the same active sites for 
those catalysts [2]. Note that the water-gas-shift reaction (equation (3)) 
was not considered, because it is a linear combination of both metha-
nation reactions (equations (1) and (2)). 

CO + 3H2⇌CH4 + H2O; ΔH298K
R = − 205 kJ  mol− 1 (1)  

CO2 + 4H2⇌CH4 + 2H2O; ΔH298K
R = − 164 kJ  mol− 1 (2)  

CO + H2O⇌CO2 + H2; ΔH298K
R = − 41 kJ  mol− 1 (3) 

Importantly, two aspects have to be considered for implementation 
of methanation in the PtG process: First, a mixture of CO and CO2 may 
enter the reactor, if blast furnace gases or gasified biomass is used as 
carbon source [8] or upon recycling of unconverted reactants associated 
with WGS activity in the reactor [9]. Second, the H2/CO/CO2 compo-
sition at the reactor inlet can vary for PtG scenarios and a dynamic 
operation of the methanation becomes more likely, in particular if the 
costly storage capacities for buffering fluctuating reactants are reduced. 
Methanation can be realized in different types of reactors, being fixed 
and fluidized bed reactors the most widely used [10] and is applied as an 
example for heterogeneously catalyzed gas phase reactions in the pre-
sent study. 

In general, heterogeneously catalyzed reactions play a major role in 
the chemical industry [11]. In order to ensure a sufficiently low pressure 
drop in fixed-bed reactors the catalyst is usually formulated into pellets 
with few millimeters in diameter. As a consequence diffusion limitations 
inside of these pellets and thus the development of concentration pro-
files cannot always be obviated [12]. In addition, pressure gradients 
within the porous catalyst pellet may evolve for 
non-volume-conservative reactions [13] like methanation. Since mea-
surement of spatial profiles within catalyst pellets is effortful [14], 
modeling and simulation are powerful tools for understanding 
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diffusion-reaction processes within porous particles mandatory for 
process design. The diffusion model selection, however, is a crucial step 
in this modeling process [15], in particular when considering the po-
tential dynamic operation of the methanation reactor in PtG applica-
tions. Especially multicomponent diffusion can play a significant role, 
since the molar mass of the involved species ranges from 2 to 44 g mol− 1. 

Several scientific studies on modeling and simulation of reaction- 
diffusion processes in porous catalyst particles under steady-state and 
dynamic methanation conditions already exist as summarized in 
Table 1. Solsvik et al. [13] investigated the effects of diffusion model 
selection on steady-state steam CH4 reforming, which represents the 
reverse methanation and thus requires significantly different operation 
conditions (e.g. feed composition, temperature and pressure). Surpris-
ingly, the authors conclude that the choice of the specific diffusion 
model exhibits a minor effect on the steady-state concentration profiles, 
while the formulation of the balance equations play a more important 
role. Donaubauer and Hinrichsen [17] studied the choice of the diffusion 
model for pure CO2 methanation. They compared 
multicomponent-diffusion models among themselves and found no sig-
nificant differences between the models. Both Solsvik et al. [13] and 
Donaubauer and Hinrichsen [17] focused on steady-state processes, but 
did not investigate the dynamics of the reaction-diffusion processes. 
Kreitz et al. [18] and Zimmermann et al. [19] modeled the methanation 
of CO2 exclusively with the Wilke-Bosanquet (WB) model and analyzed 
various dynamic processes, while Fache and Marias [20] applied the 
binary friction (BF) model for the same purpose. Güttel [36] and 
Christoph and Bearns [23] modeled the methanation of pure CO under 
dynamic conditions but did not focus on multicomponent diffusion. 
Elnashaie and Abashar [21] is the only study, which addresses metha-
nation of COx, but did not focus on different diffusion models or dynamic 
scenarios. Finally, Hlaváček et al. [24] already investigated the dynamic 
behavior of catalyst pellets, but assumed the Fickian diffusion model and 
a simplified first order reaction. Hence, a systematic study on the choice 
of appropriate diffusion models for the COx methanation (or reverse 
reaction) under unsteady-state conditions is not yet available in the 
scientific literature to the best of our knowledge. 

Consequently, this study focuses on the systematic comparison of 
different diffusion models under steady-state and dynamic conditions 

for the methanation of CO and CO2 under realistic conditions. The 
objective, in particular, is the evaluation of diffusion models to describe 
the unsteady-state reaction-diffusion problem in porous catalyst pellets 
for CO/CO2-methanation as an example. Therefore, various diffusion 
models are implemented, which describe multi-component diffusion in 
porous structures at different complexity levels. While Fickian diffusion 
is probably the simplest model, the Wilke-Bosanquet, the dusty gas (DG) 
and the binary friction model are implemented, as well. Latter include 
multi-component and Knudsen diffusion at the same time, but also 
exhibit a higher complexity for implementation. For evaluation, not only 
the profiles inside the particles but also the resulting CH4 flux densities 
across the external pellet surface are used as indicators for the particle 
behavior. In addition to that the numerical stability and the computing 
time is considered for the choice of an appropriate diffusion model. The 
present work, therefore, provides criterions to evaluate the accuracy and 
complexity of typical diffusion models for simulation of unsteady-state 
reaction-diffusion problems in porous catalyst particles. Consequently, 
simulation conditions are chosen, which are affected by diffusion limi-
tations in order to elaborate on the impact of the diffusion model on the 
resulting profiles inside of the porous catalyst pellets. In order to avoid 
superimposing effects on the conclusions, external mass transfer limi-
tations and dynamic ad-/desorption processes are neglected, while 
isothermal conditions are assumed. We would like to emphasize that 
neglecting external transport limitations also allows for investigating the 
response for maximum forcing amplitudes and therefore the evaluation 
of the diffusion models for the respective boundary case. Therefore, the 
chosen model simplifications allow to isolate the impact of the diffusion 
model on the unsteady-state reaction-diffusion problem. 

2. Modeling and simulation 

2.1. Mathematical model 

The basis of the model setup are the following seven steps considered 
for heterogeneous catalysis. The transport trajectory of the reactants 
from the gas bulk to the active site is considered to comprise external 
(step 1) and internal transport (step 2) processes, also designated as film 
and pore diffusion, respectively. Upon reaching the active site a chem-
ical reaction occurs, which consists of adsorption of the reactants at the 
active surface (step 3) and subsequent surface reaction towards products 
(step 4). The products are considered to desorb from the active surface 
again (step 5), followed by pore (step 6) and film (step 7) diffusion. 
Based on this general model Fig. 1 depicts a single isothermal, point- 
symmetric particle as basis for the current work. Since the external 
(film) transport is mainly affected by hydrodynamics in the reactor, we 
focus our study on the transport processes occurring inside the porous 
structure. In addition to that internal transport limitations are more 
likely to occur compared to external ones, in particular considering pore 

Table 1 
Summary of simulation-based key studies on simultaneous reaction-diffusion 
processes in porous catalyst pellets for methane related reaction systems with 
emphasis on diffusion models and dynamic operation.  

ref(s) Carbon 
source 

Kinetic 
approach 

Diffusion 
model 

Dynamic 
process 

Solsvik et al. 
[13] 

CH4 Xu and 
Froment 
[16] 

Wilke, WB, 
DG, BF 

Steady-state 

Donaubauer 
and 
Hinrichsen 
[17] 

CO2 Koschany 
et al. [7] 

DG, BF, mean 
transport pore 
diameter 

Steady-state 

Kreitz et al. 
[18] 

CO2 Koschany 
et al. [7] 

WB Sinusoidal 
concentration 
forcing 

Zimmermann 
et al. [19] 

CO2 Koschany 
et al. [7] 

WB Start up, shut- 
down 

Fache and 
Marias [20] 

CO2 Xu and 
Froment 
[16] 

BF Temperature 
forcing 

Elnashaie and 
Abashar [21] 

COx Xu and 
Froment 
[16] 

DG Steady-state 

Güttel [36] CO Kopyscinski 
et al. [6] 

Quasi- 
homogenous 

Start-up, 
periodic 
concentration 
forcing 

Christoph and 
Bearns [23] 

CO Klose and 
Baerns [5] 

Fickian 
diffusion 

Catalyst 
deactivation  

Fig. 1. Visualizations of the particle model, the boundary layer, the model 
boundary and the direction of discretization r; steps in detailed graphic: 1., 7. 
film diffusion; 2., 6. pore diffusion; 3. reactant adsorption; 4. surface reaction; 
5. product desorption. 
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sizes in the range of the mean free path or even below, as well as tor-
tuosity. Isothermal conditions are assumed as well, since the external 
heat transfer is most likely the limiting factor, considering the relatively 
high thermal conductivity of solids compared to gases (compare 
Fig. SI18 in the supplementary information). Thus, the pellet can be 
assumed isothermal, but distributed in the radial dimension regarding 
the mass balance. 

The overall mass balance in the porous system is thus given ac-
cording to equation (4). The first term corresponds to the accumulation 
of mass, while the second describes the resulting overall mass flux. The 
chosen diffusion model is described via the calculation of the effective 
flux density of the respective component Je

i . 

∑n

i=1
Mi

(

ε ∂
∂t
(c xi) +

1
r2

∂
∂r
(
r2Je

i

)
)

= 0 (4) 

The n components considered are CH4, CO, CO2, H2, H2O(g) and N2. 
For each component the molar balance (equation (5)) holds, which also 
considers the chemical reaction as source/sink term. Note that equation 
(6) is applied to the component with the highest concentration at the 
surface instead of equation (5), in order to minimize numerical errors. 

ε ∂
∂t
(c xi) = −

1
r2

∂
∂r
(
r2Je

i

)
+ (1 − ε)ρp

∑2

j=1
νijrj (5)  

∑n

i=1
xi = 1 (6) 

At the center of the particle symmetry conditions are assumed 
(equations (7) and (8)), while Dirichlet conditions are chosen at the 
external surface (equations (9) and (10)) according to the assumptions. 
Note that the conditions at the external surface are assumed to be 
identical with those in the bulk flow, which will be changed dynamically 
during unsteady-state simulations. 

∂c
∂r

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

t≥0, r=0
= 0 (7)  

∂xi

∂r

⃒
⃒
⃒
⃒

t≥0, r=0
= 0 (8)  

c
(
t≥ 0, r = rp

)
= cB (9)  

xi
(
t≥ 0, r = rp

)
= xi,B(t) (10) 

The initial conditions are implemented as close to zero to facilitate 
convergence and are depicted in equations (11) and (12). 

xi
(
t= 0, 0< r< rp

)
= 10− 6, ∀i ∕= N2 (11)  

xN2

(
t= 0, 0< r< rp

)
= 1 −

∑

i∕=N2

xi(t= 0, r) (12) 

The total and partial pressures can be calculated via the ideal gas law 
(equation (13)). 

p= c R T (13) 

The assumption of an ideal gas is valid because the system pressure is 
rather low and the temperature is high. Thus the compressibility faktor z 
is close to one for every species (compare Table SI1 in the supplemetary 
information). 

2.2. Diffusion models 

The pore diffusion is described by three models, namely the binary 
friction, the dusty gas and the Wilke-Bosanquet model with following 
specific characteristics. The binary friction and the dusty gas model are 
multicomponent models based on Maxwell-Stefan diffusion combined 

with viscous flux and Knudsen diffusion. It has to be mentioned that, 
according to Kerkhof [25], the dusty gas model is not derived correctly. 
The Wilke-Bosanquet model is a simpler model because it neglects the 
multicomponent diffusion [13], but a change in composition, a 
convective flux and Knudsen diffusion are considered. Thus, we choose 
the binary friction model as benchmark, as it probably describes the 
diffusive transport in the porous system most appropriately. 

The diffusion models for calculating the effective flux densities of the 
components are implemented using the general equation (14) [17]. The 
terms in the numerator correspond to the different transport phenomena 
based on either concentration or pressure gradients or impulse transfer 
by the fluxes of other species. In contrast, the denominator represents 
the effective diffusivity of the species, which is calculated from free and 
Knudsen diffusion. For the distinction of the binary friction, the dusty 
gas and the Wilke-Bosanquet diffusion model the parameters αi, βi and γi 
are therefore used as defined in Table 2. 

Je
i =

− c ∂xi
∂r − αi

xi
RT

∂p
∂r + γi

∑n
j = 1
j ∕= i

xiJe
j

De
ij

γi
∑n

j = 1
j ∕= i

xj
De

ij
+ βi

(14) 

The binary diffusion coefficients are calculated based on Poling, 
Prausnitz, and O’Connell [26] with the method of the Lennard-Jones 
potential and checked by comparison with Todd and Young [27], 
while the Knudsen diffusion coefficients are calculated with the equa-
tion of Jackson [28], Krishna and Wesselingh [15] and Neufeld et al. 
[29]. The viscosities of the pure components are computed as Todd and 
Young [27] proposed and the viscosity of the mixture is determined by 
the method of Wilke [30] and the approximation of Herning and Zip-
perer [31]. All methods are described in detail in the supplementary 
information. The permeability is calculated according to equation (15) 
[13,15,17,25]. 

B0 =
d2

pore

32
(15) 

In general, all effective quantities are calculated on the basis of 
equation (16) accounting for catalyst porosity ε and tortuosity τ. 

Xe =
ε
τ X (16)  

2.3. Reaction rates 

The reaction kinetics suggested by Meyer et al. [2] are used for the 
hydrogenation of CO/CO2 mixtures to CH4 according to equation (1) 
and (2). Therefore, it is assumed that CO methanation can be described 
by the kinetics suggested by Klose and Baerns [5], while the CO2 
methanation is calculated with the approach by Koschany et al. [7] with 
modifications accounting for the high adsorption potential of CO2. The 
kinetic parameters (see Supplementary Information Table SI5) are ob-
tained from experimental data for 5 wt% Ni/Al2O3 catalyst [2]. The 
corresponding reaction kinetics are depicted in equations (17) and (18) 
and in detail in the supplementary information [2]. 

Table 2 
Parameters in the mass transport equation (14) for the different diffusion models 
[17].  

Model αi  βi  γi  

Binary friction 1  (

De
iK +

Be
0

μ p
∑n

j=1
xj

(
Mj

Mi

)0.5
)− 1  1  

Dusty gas 1+
Be

0 p
μ De

iK  

1
De

iK  

1  

Wilke-Bosanquet 1+
Be

0 p
μ βi  

∑n
j=1,j∕=i

xj

De
ij

1 − xi
+

1
De

iK  

0   
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r1 = fCO
kCH2 KC K2

H p0.5
CO pH2

(
1 + KC p0.5

CO + KH p0.5
H2

)3 (17)  

r2 = fCO2

kCO2 p0.5
H2

p0.5
CO2

(

1 −
pCH4 p2

H2 O

pCO2 p4
H2

Keq

)

(

1 + fC KC p0.5
CO + KOH

pH2 O

p0.5
H2

+ KH2 p0.5
H2

+ Kmix p0.5
CO2

)2 (18)  

2.4. Simulation conditions 

In Table 3 the parameters not varied in the simulations are sum-
marized. The values are chosen to be typical for realistic applications of 
methanation in PtG processes. The temperature and pressure equal those 
of the kinetic measurements in order to avoid extrapolation errors [2]. 

The composition at the external surface and the pore diameter are 
varied in order to study the impact of the chosen diffusion model over a 
wide range of typical conditions, as summarized in Table 4. The 
composition affects the diffusion inside the pore structure, due to the 
effect on spatial reaction rate profiles, which induces multicomponent 
diffusion and viscous flow. The pore size and the corresponding Knudsen 
number are used to evaluate the impact of Knudsen diffusion. The 
relationship between these two variables is shown in equation (19). 

Kn=
kB T

̅̅̅
2

√
π σ2 pR dpore

(19) 

Consequently, the design of simulation experiments allows to study 
the complex interaction between the chosen diffusion models and the 
spatial profiles. Note that experiment number 1 is defined as the refer-
ence experiment for comparison. 

The conditions of experiment 1 are treated as a benchmark case since 
they depict stoichiometric co-methanation with equimolar CO/CO2 
ratio. In the other conditions the CO, CO2 and H2 content is varied. Also, 
the Knudsen number respectively the pore diameter is varied to gain 
general validity of the results. 

2.5. Implementation 

The equations are implemented to Aspen Custom Modeler V11. In 
radial direction a fixed number of 100 steps are implemented and the 
spatial derivations are calculated with a centered finite differences al-
gorithm fourth order. The suitability of the chosen step size is shown in 
the supplementary information. The temporal step size, however, is 
variable, but the reported points are every 2⋅10− 3 s for Knudsen numbers 
of 10 and 30 and 2⋅10− 4 s for Knudsen numbers of 0.01 to 1. The steady- 
state results are initialized by a long time unsteady-state simulation in 
order to derive the starting point for the subsequent steady-state simu-
lations (all time derivates set zero). This method turned out to be more 
robust to obtain convergence in steady-state simulations. The steady- 
and unsteady-state solvers are used with default settings. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Model comparison for steady-state 

The steady-state molar fraction and reaction rate profiles inside of 
the pellet are depicted in Fig. 2 for the binary friction model under 
reference conditions (see Table 4, experiment 1). As expected the 
reactant molar fractions decrease towards the center of the pellet, 
whereas the product molar fractions increase (Fig. 2a). Although the 
binary diffusion coefficients of CO and CO2 are comparable, the CO 
profile is significantly steeper at the surface (r = 0.5  mm). This is 
because the methanation of CO2 is hindered by the presence of CO, as 
proven experimentally [2]. Therefore, the CO2 profile possesses an in-
flection point at approximately 0.34 mm. Towards the external surface 
the CO2 hydrogenation rate is small, due to the presence of significant 
amounts of CO. Towards the pellet center the CO2 conversion rate in-
creases slightly first, since CO is fully converted already, followed by a 
decrease associated with the decreasing CO2 concentration (Fig. 2b). It 
can be observed that H2 is in excess close to the center of the particle, 
although stoichiometric composition is present at the external surface 
(Fig. 2a). This is because of the high diffusion coefficients of H2, 
compared to the other components considered. The products water 
(H2O) and CH4 exhibit negative gradients according to the diffusion 
direction from the center towards the surface. The steady-state nitrogen 
(N2) balance (equation (5)) exhibits absence of both accumulation and 
reaction. Thus, the effective N2 flux Je

N2 
in steady-state has to be zero, 

too. In combination with equation (14) this implies that the pressure, 
concentration and impulse transfer driven transport phenomena, if 
present, must compensate each other. In particular, the volume 
contraction occurring for methanation thus cause the non-constant N2 
profile. 

The comparison of the diffusion models with respect to the steady- 
state molar fraction profiles for the reference condition (Table 4, 
experiment 1) reveals a good agreement (see Figures SI1 and SI2 in the 
supplementary information). As the CH4 profile is strongly dependent of 
the shape of all other profiles, a comparable CH4 profile indicates that all 
profiles are probably comparable. Furthermore, the CH4 flux density 
across the external surface of the catalyst pellet is of particular interest, 
as it links the CH4 profile inside the pellet with the apparent CH4 for-
mation rate obtained from analysis of the bulk gas flow. Therefore, the 
surface flux density is used as main indicator for evaluation of the 
diffusion models. 

In Fig. 3, it becomes obvious that the steady-state surface flux density 
of CH4 deviates from the binary friction model by less than 3% for all 
simulated cases. This observation agrees with findings under steady- 
state conditions by Solsvik et al. [13] and by Donaubauer and Hin-
richsen [17], but not with focus on the methanation of CO/CO2 mix-
tures. Since the CH4 productivity varies widely among the operation 
conditions studied, the small deviation between the diffusion models 
indicate that all three models are suitable for describing the 

Table 3 
Constant parameter chosen for simulation experiments.  

Variable Value Unit 

pR  200 kPa 
rp  0.5 mm 
TR  593 K 
ε  0.6 1 
ρp  3940 kg m− 3 

τ  3 1  

Table 4 
Design of simulation experiments with molar fraction at the external surface xi, 
pore diameter dpore and corresponding Knudsen number Kn; values that differ 
from the reference experiment number 1 are shaded; xCH4 ,B = xH2 ,B ≈ 0 for all 
experiments; ≈ 0 is implemented through 10− 6.  

experiment xCO,B /1  xCO2 ,B /1  xH2 ,B /1  xN2 ,B /1  Kn /1  dpore /nm  

1 0.1 0.1 0.7 ca. 0.1 10 5.93 
2 0.2 ≈ 0  0.7 ca. 0.1 10 5.93 
3 ≈ 0  0.2 0.7 ca. 0.1 10 5.93 
4 0.1 0.1 0.1 ca. 0.7 10 5.93 
5 0.1 0.1 0.7 ca. 0.1 0.01 5930 
6 0.1 0.1 0.7 ca. 0.1 0.1 593 
7 0.1 0.1 0.7 ca. 0.1 1 59.3 
8 0.1 0.1 0.7 ca. 0.1 30 1.98  
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reaction-diffusion problem in CO/CO2 methanation in steady-state 
cases. The absolute values of the CH4 flux density show that a lack of 
H2 in case 4 causes a significant lower value compared to case 1, which 
only differs in H2 molar fraction at the surface. A reduction in the 
Knudsen number, on the other hand, leads to an increase in the CH4 flux 
density up to an asymptotic limit, probably due to enhanced diffusive 
transport. Finally, the CH4 flux density suffers from high CO2 molar 
fractions at the external surface, which can be explained by the lower 
reaction rate of CO2 hydrogenation [2]. 

3.2. Model comparison during a transient process 

The start-up phase of the catalyst is taken as an example for a tran-
sient process. Therefore, the catalyst is initially assumed to be 
completely filled with N2. Upon a step change to the respective experi-
mental conditions at the external pellet surface at t = 0 (Table 4), the 

reactants diffuse towards the center of the pellet, while N2 leaves the 
pellet. Furthermore, the reactants are converted into the products CH4 
and H2O, which diffuse along the spatial coordinate depending on the 
concentration profile at each given point in time. The transient devel-
opment of these profiles is illustrated in Fig. SI10 in the supplementary 
information. Depending on the profiles at each point in time the CH4 flux 
across the external surface changes dynamically, which is used as basis 
for the following discussion. Thus, the evolving CH4 surface flux den-
sities are compared considering the binary friction model as reference. 
Note that a step change in the gas phase composition as applied, because 
it induces the most pronounced response of the system, which magnifies 
possible differences in the diffusion models. 

Fig. 4 shows that the surface flux density of CH4 increases with time. 
This is expected, since CH4 formed in the early phase after the step 
change diffuses both, towards the center and the external surface of the 
pellet, since the pellet is filled with pure N2 initially. While approaching 
the steady-state the CH4 flux towards the center diminishes and reaches 
zero, when steady-state is reached, while that towards the external 
surface increases reaching the maximum possible value. The comparison 
of Fig. 4a and b also show that the deviation between the diffusion 
models used during the dynamic phase depends on the operating con-
ditions studied. While the error is always within the 3% margin for 
experiment 1 (Fig. 4a), it exceeds this range for experiment 5 (Fig. 4b). It 
can further be observed that the maximum deviation is higher for the 
Wilke-Bosanquet model compared to the dusty gas model. 

Based on this analysis Fig. 5 depicts the maximum transient and 
steady-state errors for all experiments and diffusion models studied 
assuming the binary friction model as reference. The maximum transient 
errors are calculated with equation (20) for the respective diffusion 
model l. The steady-state errors are also calculated via this equation, but 
no maximum is evaluated because the steady-state only consists of one 
single time point (t→∞). 

ηl =max

{
⃒
⃒
⃒Je

CH4 ,l(t) − Je
CH4 ,BF(t)

⃒
⃒
⃒

Je
CH4 ,BF(t)

}

(20) 

It becomes obvious that the steady-state error is always smaller than 
or equal to the maximum transient error. Additionally, the dusty gas 
model always exhibits a smaller steady-state error than the Wilke- 
Bosanquet model, though this difference is marginal in most cases. 
Most importantly, the error is below 1% for steady-state and transient 
conditions in cases with Knudsen numbers of 10 or above (experiments 
1–4 and 8). For Knudsen numbers below 1 (experiments 5, 6 and 7), in 
contrast, the maximum error under transient conditions increases 
drastically and even exceeds 10% in some cases. Thus, the Knudsen 

Fig. 2. Steady-state radial profiles under reference conditions (Table 4, experiment 1) calculated with the binary friction model; a) molar fractions xi and b) reaction 
rates rj. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the steady-state surface flux densities of CH4 Je
CH4

(r= rp)

for different diffusion models l with respect to the binary friction model for the 
different experiments shown with a ±3% error interval. 
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number appears to be a highly relevant criterion for the proper choice of 
the diffusion model. It has to be noted that the maximum error provided 
in Fig. 5 only depicts one point in time during the transient phase. 

Small Knudsen numbers (Kn ≤ 0.01) indicate that the main free path 
is much smaller than the pore size, which is characteristic for wide 
pores, and consequently free diffusion is the dominating diffusion 
mechanism. In the Wilke-Bosanquet model the multicomponent diffu-
sion is not part of the free diffusion (γWB = 0), which induces errors into 
the calculated flux densities. Although the binary friction and dusty gas 
model depict the same physical processes, their results vary due to the 
different mathematical formulations. In the transition region between 
free and Knudsen diffusion (0.01 ≤ Kn ≤ 10) the errors differ among the 
models used, while in the region of pure Knudsen diffusion (Kn ≥ 10) all 
diffusion models are nearly equally accurate [32]. This region is 

dominated by collisions of the molecules with the wall, leading to a 
subordinate role of multicomponent diffusion and model convergence. 
Among the experiments 1 to 4 (all Kn = 10) experiment 4 exhibits the 
smallest deviation of the CH4 surface flux densities, which is most 
probably caused by the smaller step change in H2 of 0.1 compared to 0.7 
for all other experiments (from pure N2 initially to xH2 ,B). 

3.3. Model comparison for periodic changes 

A sequence of multiple aperiodic step-changes between two defined 
conditions can be considered as periodic operation with the frequency as 
additional degree of freedom [33]. For simplicity we assume a sym-
metrical periodic step-change of the composition at the catalyst surface, 
which means that the duration of each half-period is identical and that 
the direction of the step is vice versa for each subsequent step. Periodic 
changes induced by fluctuations at the reactor inlet, instead, occur with 
a certain frequency if renewable resources are employed. Though, these 
changes are rather stochastic under real conditions, periodic changes are 
a suitable approximation, which allows mathematical evaluation based 
on frequency analysis together with a certain similarity to realistic dy-
namics. Two different scenarios are investigated as examples with a 
rather high switching frequency f of 0.5 s− 1. In scenario 1 CO is 
exchanged with CO2 and vice versa, corresponding to a periodic 
switching between the conditions of experiment 2 and 3. In scenario 2 
the H2 content is varied periodically by switching between the condi-
tions of experiment 1 and 4 during the methanation of a mixture of CO 
and CO2. 

The surface flux densities of all species in scenario 1 with respect to 
the dimensionless time t⋅f within one period are depicted in Fig. 6a. It 
becomes obvious that CO methanation produces slightly more CH4 than 
CO methanation, as expected from the kinetics used (see Meyer et al. 
[2]). The relaxation time for CO until steady-state after switching from 
CO2 to CO is slightly shorter than the relaxation time for CO2 after 
switching from CO to CO2. Since the diffusion coefficients are compa-
rable, this can be explained by the different penetration depths of CO 
and CO2, as shown in Fig. 2. Furthermore, it can be observed that the 
steady-state is reached in each half-period. From Fig. 6b it becomes 
obvious that the 3% error interval is not exceeded by neither the dusty 
gas nor the Wilke-Bosanquet diffusion model. Considering the small 
errors found for the aperiodic studies this observation is unexpected 
under periodic conditions. Furthermore, all three models predict an 
overshoot in CH4 productivity after switching from CO to CO2 (high-
lighted area in Fig. 6b). This is caused by the kinetic inhibition induced 
by CO, which is considered in the reaction kinetics (details in Fig. 7). 

Fig. 4. Parity plot with ±3% error interval for the comparison of the transient CH4 surface flux densities Je
CH4

(r= rp) of different diffusion models l with respect to the 
binary friction model for a step change from initial conditions to experiment 1 (a) and 5 (b); circles depict the steady-state values; time between two points 2⋅ 10− 3 s 
for experiment 1 (a) and 2⋅10− 4 s for experiment 5 (b). 

Fig. 5. Comparison of the maximum transient and steady-state errors ηl for 
different diffusion models l compared to the binary friction model for different 
experiments (Knudsen numbers in parentheses) according to Table 4. 
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Recent experiments under dynamic conditions report an even more 
pronounced overshoot [34]. 

In Fig. 7 the spatially resolved reaction rate profiles for CO and CO2 
methanation are depicted. The profiles are calculated at different 
dimensionless points in time t⋅f , defined as the product of time and 
frequency. In Fig. 7a and c the reaction rate profiles during the exchange 
of CO2 with CO are shown (switching from conditions of experiment 3 to 
2). First of all, it can be observed that the reaction rate for CO2 metha-
nation decreases with time, while that of CO methanation increases, 
both reaching the respective steady-state profiles, as expected. 

Regarding the methanation rate of CO2, a reaction front, expressed by a 
maximum inside of the pellet, evolves and moves towards the center of 
the pellet. Simultaneously, a reaction front for CO methanation develops 
as well, indicated by a rather steep increase in reaction rate at a certain 
spatial coordinate. The position of this front also moves towards the 
pellet center. Thus, the CO methanation displaces the CO2 methanation 
during penetration of CO after the switching event, which is a result of 
the used kinetics. The height of the maximum in reaction rate decreases 
inside of the pellet because of the decreasing educt concentration. In 
Fig. 7b and d the corresponding profiles during the exchange of CO with 

Fig. 6. Results of periodic switching between condi-
tions of experiment 2 (CO feed) and 3 (CO2 feed); 
negative flux densities represent substance entering 
the particle; a) surface flux densities Je

i,BF(r= rp) of all 
species calculated with the binary friction model; b) 
comparison of the unsteady-state surface flux den-
sities of CH4 Je

CH4 ,l(r= rp) for different diffusion 
models l to the binary friction model with indication 
of the ±3% error interval; circles depict the steady- 
state values; time between two points 2⋅10− 3 s.   

Fig. 7. Locally resolved reaction rate profiles of CO (a and b) and CO2 (c and d) methanation at different dimensionless times t⋅f during switching from conditions of 
experiment 3 (CO2 rich) to 2 (CO rich) (a and c) and vice versa (b and d) calculated with the binary friction model. 
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CO2 are shown (switch from conditions of experiment 2 to 3). At a 
dimensionless time of 0.508 an increase in methanation rate of CO is 
observed exceeding the steady-state case, which can be explained by the 
negative effective reaction order in CO at high CO partial pressures (see 
equation (17)). After switching from CO to CO2 the CO partial pressure 
decreases at the pellet surface with a moving front towards the pellet 
center inducing a less pronounced inhibiting effect and thus an increase 
in reaction rate. Within short periods of time the reaction rate causes a 
proportional increase in the local CH4 molar fraction, which equilibrates 
with time by diffusion. Due to the proximity to the surface, this peak in 
the CH4 reaction rate manifests itself in a small peak in the CH4 flux at 
the surface. The reaction rate of CO2 increases only slightly, because it is 
inhibited by the residual CO. After the complete consumption of CO and 
the release of the respective active sites, the methanation of CO2 in-
creases rapidly from the dimensionless time 0.520 to 0.532. 

Along this argumentation, the maximum in the CH4 flux density 
during the exchange of CO with CO2 becomes explainable. The drift of 
the maximum in CO methanation towards the surface leads to an 
increased CH4 formation rate close to the surface of the pellet, which 
leads to the respective increase in flux density. After the complete 
consumption of CO, the surface flux density of CH4 is only dependent on 
the methanation rate of CO2. 

Fig. 8 depicts the results of scenario 2. Due to the low H2 concen-
tration in experiment 4, the reaction rates are small and no CO2 reacts 
towards CH4, which is indicated by the steady-state flux density of CO2 
close to zero and equal H2O and CH4 flux densities according to stoi-
chiometry for CO methanation (equation (1)). This can be explained by 
the fact that CO methanation is favored, if CO and CO2 are present, as 
described by the reaction kinetics used. Since the CH4 formation rate is 
small compared to scenario 1 the active sites occupied by CO are 
released slower and are thus hardly available to adsorb CO2. Impor-
tantly, the observation of favored CO methanation is a consequence of 
the kinetics used for the simulations, which are obtained under steady- 
state conditions. Recently, however, we also reported on dynamic ex-
periments for CO/CO2 methanation using Ni-based catalysts and 
observed such effects, as well, but even more pronounced [34]. Despite 
the fact that the steady- and unsteady-state errors of experiment 1 and 4 
are always below 3% (compare Fig. 5), a periodic switching between 
these experiments leads to a higher deviation (Fig. 8b). Thus, it can be 
concluded that high variations in the H2 content decreases the accuracy 
of the compared diffusion models. Due to the high diffusivity of the H2, 
the respective profile reacts very sensitive to rapid changes and indi-
rectly influences all other profiles, in particular that of CH4. 

4. Conclusion 

This work provides a systematic comparison of diffusion models for 
describing the transport of reactants in porous solid catalysts under 
steady-state and unsteady-state conditions using the hydrogenation of 
CO/CO2 towards methane as an example reaction. The binary friction, 
the dusty gas and the Wilke-Bosanquet model are chosen, since they are 
in principle capable of describing multicomponent and Knudsen diffu-
sion, as well as viscous flux. Emphasis of the simulation study is put on 
the impact of the gas phase composition, the pore size and the operating 
modes on the differences in the CH4 flux density across the external 
surface among the diffusion models, though the spatial profiles of the 
components are analyzed, as well. External mass transfer limitations and 
isothermal conditions are assumed, in order to avoid superposition of 
those effects. The simulation scenarios are chosen to reflect typical PtG 
applications, which allows to apply the conclusion to model develop-
ment for catalytic methanation reactors. 

Under steady-state conditions no significant differences were found 
among the diffusion models indicated by the CH4 flux density at the 
surface differing by less than 3%. For start-up scenarios, however, 
multicomponent diffusion in large pores are identified to induce sig-
nificant deviations in the obtained CH4 flux densities. Those simulations 
are performed by a step-shaped exchange of N2 with reactive gas mix-
tures at the external catalyst surface. Since the deviation for cases with 
small pores is negligible (less than 3%), in contrast, the Knudsen number 
appears to be one important decisive parameter for the choice of an 
appropriate diffusion model. In other words, the major difference among 
the diffusion models is the description of the multicomponent diffusion 
and the contribution of the viscous flux. The simulations for periodic 
switching between two gas compositions reveals a rather complex 
development of the spatial concentration profiles of the species gov-
erned by the interplay between reaction kinetics and diffusion. Impor-
tantly, the deviation between the diffusion models raises above the 
steady-state prediction, in particular for strong changes in H2 concen-
tration. Hence, the choice of suitable diffusion models strongly depends 
on the specific conditions of the application scenario. Note that the bi-
nary friction model was chosen as a benchmark in the present study, due 
to sufficient complexity and actuality. 

It has to be underlined that the present study focuses on revealing 
differences in the predicted CH4 flux densities among the diffusion 
models studied with emphasis on dynamic operation. Therefore, 
external mass transfer limitations are neglected and step-changes are 
investigated, which provides the most pronounced response and hence 
the most expressed deviation at the same time. On the other hand, heat 
transport limitations may amplify the resulting response for the 

Fig. 8. Results of periodic switching between conditions of experiment 1 (H2 rich) and 4 (H2 poor); negative flux densities represent substance entering the particle; 
a) surface flux densities of all species Je

i,BF(r= rp) calculated with the binary friction model; b) comparison of the unsteady-state surface flux densities of CH4 

Je
CH4 ,l(r= rp) for different diffusion models l to the binary friction model with indication of the ±3% error interval; circles depict the steady-state values. 
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exothermic CO/CO2 methanation. Both aspects are important and 
therefore matter of future investigations. Prior to that, however, tran-
sient reaction kinetics are required in order to simulate the unsteady- 
state transport processes correctly. Those kinetics are not yet avail-
able, but extensive research efforts are ongoing [33,35] for which the 
present study provides an important support for the design of experi-
ments and the model-based evaluation of respective experimental 
results. 
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Nomenclature  

Variable Explanation Unit 

Latin: 
B  Permeability of the particle m2 

c  Overall concentration mol m− 3 

d  Diameter m 
D  Diffusion coefficient m2 s− 1 

f  Switching frequency during periodic operation s− 1 

ΔH298K
R  Reaction enthalpy at 298 K kJ mol− 1 

Ji  Flux density of component i  mol m− 2 s− 1 

kB  Boltzmann constant J K− 1 

kj  Reaction rate coefficient of reaction j  Variable 
Ki  Adsorption constant of component i  Variable 
Keq  Equilibrium constant Pa− 2 

Kn  Knudsen number 1 
Mi  Molar mass of component i  kg mol− 1 

n  Number of species 1 
p  Pressure Pa 
pi  Partial pressure of component i  Pa 
r  Radial position m 
rj  Reaction rate of reaction j  mol kg− 1 s− 1 

R  Ideal gas constant J mol− 1 K− 1 

t  Time s 
T  Temperature K 
xi  Molar fraction of component i  1 
X  Placeholder 1 
zi  Compression factor of component i  1 
Greek: 
αi,βi, γi  Parameters in the mass transport equation of component i  Variable 
ε  Porosity 1 
ηl  Relative error of the diffusion model l  1 
μ  Dynamic viscosity Pa s 
υij  Stoichiometric coefficient of component i in reaction j  1 
ρ  Density kg m− 3 

σ  Molecule diameter m 
τ  Tortuosity 1 
Indices:   
B  Bulk  
BF  Binary friction model  
c  Critical  
DG  Dusty gas model  
e  Effective  
K  Knudsen  
p  Particle  
pore  Pore  
WB  Wilke-Bosanquet model   

Appendix A. Supplementary data 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.org/10.1016/j.rineng.2022.100355. 
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